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Search Turtle Web Directory. SearchTurtle.com, 2010. Web. 30 Jan. 2011. 
<http://www.searchturtle.com/>. 
 
Search Turtle Web Directory describes itself as the Web directory that's built as it grows.  
However, it seems it still has a lot of growing to do.  The directory includes a wide variety of 
categories to select from, with far too few links in each to make the search worthwhile.   
 
"CompletePlanet - Discover over 70,000 Databases and Specially Search Engines."  Complete 
Planet. Bright Planet Corp, 2010. Web. 30 Jan. 2011. <http://aip.completeplanet.com/aip-
engines/browse?thisPage=/browse/browse.jsp&successPage=/browse/browse.jsp&errorFlag
=&errorMsg=&event=loadPageEvent&directPage=&directSection=4&treeQueryExpr=&treeQu
eryType=phrase&treeQueryTarget=tree>. 
 
Complete Planet is a directory of over 70,000 databases and search engines.  It certainly appears 
to be complete, in comparison to Search Turtle.  The categories appear reasonably limited, 
considering the amount of databases categorized.  These categories are logically and cleanly 
arranged.  Just clicking on one category immediately reveals that 70,000 databases is no 
exaggeration. 
 

 

Adams, R. Jerry. Awesome Library. EDI, 2011. Web. 30 Jan. 2011. 
<http://www.awesomelibrary.org/>. 
 
Awesome library is a Web directory mainly intended for children but also for college students 
to use in school research projects.  It includes 37,000 resources that are reviewed for 
appropriateness before they are added.  The directory is translated into 23 different languages.  
There are a reasonable number of categories divided into more precise subcategories.  
Resources and information are provided for administrators, teachers, counselors, and parents as 
well. 
 
Boswell, Wendy. "The Invisible Web - Invisible Web Search - How To Search the Invisible 
Web."About Web Search - Learn How To Search The Web at About Web Search. New York Times, 
2011. Web. 30 Jan. 2011. 
<http://websearch.about.com/od/invisibleweb/a/invisible_web.htm>. 
 
This article discusses the invisible Web.  The author discusses how it came to be described as 
invisible and why it is important.  She also provides links to directories can get readers started 
using the invisible Web for research. 


